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l. REPLY ARGUMl"£NT 

A. Standard of Re\fien· 

The City only addresses part of the standard of review, Rcs.Br.13-

I 4, failing to acknmvledge that when, as here, testimony or evidence is 

relevant, and is not "unfairly prejudicial" the trial court abuses its 

discretion by excluding it. Wilson v. O!ivelfi JV Am .. Inc., 85 Wn. App. 

804, 934 P.2d 1231 ( 1997). An emmcous evidentiary ruling requires 

reversal where it is prejudicial. Brown v. Spokane County Fire Prof. Dist. 

No. I, 100 Wn.2d 188, 196, 668 P.2d 571 (1983). Error is prejudicial 

when it affects, or pr·e.nrmJ>livelF affects, the trial. Id; Slate v. Poivel!, 126 

Wn.2d 244, 267, 893 P.2d 615 (l 995)("A reasonable probability exists 

when confidence in the outcome of the trial is undermined''). 

These requirements are easily met for all of the numerous titnes the 

trial court erroneously adopted the City's arguments about hmv evidence 

should be viewed, and rather tlum allowing the Jury to decide how the 

evidence should be viewed, excluded it. The impact of these eirnrs 

viewed together, as this Court rnus1 do, or separately, clearly changed the 

outcome in a case with a non-unanimous jury verdict, during which the 



Jury sent a note asking "how long vve need to deliberate before we can 

consider ourselves hung?" CP l 87 B. 1 

B. The Superior Court's evidcntiary rulings wei-e biased and one 
sided, prejudicing Piel's case. 

l. The polygraph evidence \'\las highly relevant 
information of Picl's mental state and the City 
not considering it was strong admissible evidence 
of pretext by the City. 

As Piel demonstrated, substantial evidence excluded by the trial 

court wou.ld have shown that (1) the City and the Union approved Piel 

taking a polygraph, (2) the City had used pol.ygraphs in past investigations 

for untruthfulness, yet (3) the City removed Commander Arbuthnot who 

had agreed to Piel taking the polygraph, ajler Arbuthnot had said he would 

clear Piel of 4 of 5 charges and received the favorable polygraph results, 

(4) failing to give the polygraph results to Amy Stephson despite its 

relevance as to Piel's mental state and the need to find "intent to 

deceive"2, and (5) what Chief Wilson and the City told the jury what could 

be argued \Vere lies about who prevented the polygraph from being 

considered, ultimately relying only on clearly inadmissible hearsay to 

make their argument. App.Br. I2-13. 20-34. Subia"- Rh·eland. I 04 

1 While it is unusual to have so nrnny plaill errors in a single case, Washingwn law 
requires their impact be considered together. Swn:i• v. Storey. 21 Wn.t\pp. 370. 374. 585 
P.2d 183 (l978)("The cumulative effect of many errors may sustain a motion for a new 
trial even H: individually, any one of them might not.") 
2 Lawyer Stephson was, of course not Loki this, and it wa~ plain error for thi.: trial court to 
prevent full cross cxnmi11ation on !his point. App.Br. at 41 
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Wn.App. 105. 15 P.3d 658 (2001) was directly on point, a11d compels 

reversal. 

The City first argues that the polygraph was not legally admissible 

under ER403. Yet Subia rejected this exact argument, finding error in 

exclusion on ER403 grounds. The lmv cited by Piel, which the City 

ignores, shows that ER403 has no application tu highly probative 

evidence, which shovving the City's actions were pretext. App.Br. 23-24. 

The City next asserts the evidence is per se inadmissible. Yet 

Subia again held otherwise. The cases the City cites. Res.Br. 14-16, are 

criminal cases which involved effbrls to admit a polygraph for the truth of 

the matter.3 AH except one were decided before Subia:1 While the City 

implies otherwise, the City admits the truth of the matter was not al issue, 

stating "the question for the jury \Vas not whether Mt. Piel was truthful.'' 

Res.Br. 17. As Piel repeatedly told the trial court, it was Commander 

Arbuthnot's approval of the polygraph examination, the impact the 

polygraph had on Piers mental state when he was questioned, the City's 

actions upon receiving the polygraph. and the City's demonstrably false 

3 The one exception is Carnation Co .. Im:,, F. Hill, 115 Wn.3d 184. 186-87, 796 P.2d .J 16 
( 1990) were polygraph evidence lo prc>ve the claimanl was telling the tmth was excluded. 
That was not the proposed use or the evidence in this case. 
•1 Subia. recognized the evidence was not being admitted for the truth of the matter. but 
for "state of mind" and to prove a common practice was followed. Id.at 663-4. The only 
post Subia case the City cites, State v. Thomas, I. 50 Wn2d 821, 860, 83 P.3d 970 (2004) 
is easily distinguishable as the evidence sought to be admi1ted was for the truth oft he 
matter; that the witness in question was dishonest. 



daims about who prohibited the polygraph's consideration which were 

relevant. App. Br. 20-25. None of these were offered to prove the truth of 

lhe matter and Piel repeatedly stated that a limiting instruction, as 

suggested by Subia~ could be given. App. Br. at 22. S'ubia, in fact 

distinguished its holding from circumstances where the evidence was used 

to prove thctruth or falsity of a witness, Id. at 663, and as such, the City's 

arguments about the truth of the matter are completely off point. 5 

The City does not even try to defend the trial court's ruling that 

Subia only applies to defendants, not plaintiffs. App.Br. 22. It instead 

argues Subia is distinguishable, as there the polygraph \Vas relevant to 

show the State's actions did not have a ''discriminatory purpose." Res.Br. 

18. Yet, this argument - the City's only~ simply reinibrces vvhy the trial 

court erred; Piel similarly sought to use the City's actions regarding the 

polygraph to show tlieCity's actions were discriminatory and prctcxlual, 

which as the City's brief admitsi was a grounds for admission. Subia 

required reversaJ because the polygraph 'vVas relevant to "\vhether DOC's 

stated nondiscriminatory reason for sending Subia home was false." Id. at 

5 The evidence was not that Piel oj}ered to take a polygraph as the City argues. Res.Br. 
18. It was that both the Union Rep Pon and Commander Arbuthnot agreed to the 
polygraph, and then the City's actions upon receiving it, and how the results would huvc 
impilcted Piel's answers to later questions upon which he was round to have been 
deceitfol by Amy Stephson. 



663. Here, the trial court itself acknowledged that Subia was "on all 

fours." 

The City fm1hcr claims that the polygraph required testimony from 

tm exarniner. Yet, the City's authority, Stale v. Rer1fl'o, 96 W11.2d 902, 

905-6, 639 P.2d 737 (1982} involved the use of the exam for the truth of 

the matter; i;e., the innocence or guilt of the defendant. Here, as the City 

admits, that is not the issue. In fact the actual results needed not even be 

introduced, nor with a limiting instruction under Subia having been 

oflered, V-.'Ould Piel likely have even introduced the actual document. Piel 

himself was capable of testifying to the impact the polygraph had on his 

mental state in the context of his answers.6 Ms. Stephson \vould have 

been questioned on Piel' s mental state given her admission in her report 

that "in most investigations'' she would have viewed Piers answers 

"differently" as to dishonesty. App.Br. 25. Both union rep Keith Pon and 

Commander Arbuthnot could also testify to the agreement to take the 

polygraph, which 1.vas supported by a transcript which was in evidence, 

but redacted per the trial court's orders. Like\vise, the unrcdacted 

documents such as the e-mail from union president Cleary7 to Chief 

6 As The City admits. Res.Br. 16, in any event the evidence would have shown that Piel 
was a certified polygraph examiner who could testify regarding a p0Jygrapl1. See also RP 
vJ :23-24 (ofter of proof). 
7 Officer Cleary is the same person the City repeatedly, and folscly, told the Jury had 
prevented the use of"somcthing" that Piel had "improperly submilled." 
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Wilson asking why the polygraph was not in the file raise no 

authentication issues. 

Second, the City, citing to a self-serving declaration submitted by 

Chief Wilson, claims that it had nothing to do v.ith the City's decision. 

Res.Br. 17, l. 9. While the trial court treated this declaration as factually 

conclusive, the evidence was to the contrary. Moreover, the City's actions 

in response to the polygraph, and its failure to consider evidence which 

was relevant to Piel' s state of mind, showed pretext. further. as Piel 

showed in his opening brief, App. Br. at 27-32, this under oath declaration 

by Chief Wilson was contrary to what the City's counsel had claimed, and 

documents showed, and would have been a substantial piece of evidence 

used to cross-examine Wilson on his claim he had tem1inated Piel for 

purported dishonesty. If Wilson's svvorn statements about the polygraph 

were false, as the excluded evidence showed, then the City's entire case 

should be disbelieved, a reasonable jury likely would have found. 

The City's argument simply highlights the error belO\v: it \Vas for 

the Jw:v w·as to decide if Wilson's firing of Pjcl was based upon an honest 

investigation, which followed normal protocoL and was not tainted by 

animus, or if Wilson's actions were prelext, designed to reach a result. 

Yet, the trial court excluded Piel's evidence and believed \Vilsori's 

declaration, substituting itself for the fact finder. This was prejudicial 

6 



error. Both the City's actions and PiePs mental state when making the 

statements the City claimed were "deceptive" were hi;ghly relevant App. 

Br.24-25, 

Third, the City asserts it did not agree to a polygraph, Res.Br. i 9-

23, or that Piel should be disbelieved because the City argues be '"waited 

seven years to raise this theory.'' Id. at 21. The entire argument is 

fundamentally dishonest. As Piel has already shown, App. Br.29-Jl, at 

trial the Cily admiltecl Arbuthnot had agreed to the polygraph, the City 

instead 1ried to claim that Union representative Pon, (and when that was 

shown to be false), Officer Cieru:y, had objected. In any event, these 

arguments fundamentalJy misunderstand the difl:erence between an 

argument about the evidence to a Jury (which are not made before trial) 

and excluding evidence. For example. the City argues that Arbuthnot 

saying "Okay" when Piel offered to take a polygraph, and giving him the 

questions for that polygraph was not an "agreement." Res.Br. 21. 8 Yet, 

this is simply an argument (and not a very good one), upon which there 

was contra11'~ highly prob~1tive, evidence. 

8 The City falsely argues there is no proof Piel was given the questions. Res.Br. 21. Yet 
Piel would have testified ti,> this, as would have Arbuthnot and Union Repn.-sentativc Pon, 
and the records is filled with evidence to support this. App. Br. 29. Moreover, since 
Arbuthnot's own outline of his question is attached the actual polygraph as the City 
admits ii1 a footnote, Res.Br, 22 fn 8, there is also documentary support for Piel's claims. 
lfArbutlmot did not give them to Piel, how did Piel have them lo give to the polygraph 
examiner the next moming? 

7 



In a related argument. the city asserts Chief Wilson's declaration 

stat[ng polygraphs were not used, supports the trial court exclusion of all 

evidence on the subject. Res.Br. 22-23. Yet, as even the City admits, 

Res.Br. 22, 23 fo 9, contrary evidence would have been offered by several 

witnesses. See also App.Br. 26. The City was free to make its current 

arguments to the Jury, but these arguments did not require the exclusion or 

highly probative evidence (including documents) that was directly 

contrary to what Wilson claimed. 

Finally, the City argues that issues surrounding the polygraph were 

"attenuated" and "speculative." Opp.at 23-26. Yet, as this Court can 

doubtlessly see, the City teLling the jury -in opening statements - a story 

about its actions regarding the removal of Officer Arbuthnot and tbe 

polygraph that was not true, \vould have destroyed the City's credibility. 

Absent admissible proof- which the City lacked ~the Jury likely would 

have concluded that Chief Wilson was lying. 

Further, given ho\v closely balanced the issue wasj(;r the City's 

chosenf(.1ctfi11der l\.'1s. Stephson, the presence of the polygraph should 

have been key in explaining Officer Piel's state of mind. It was a "road 

not taken'' that showed the City was trying to get Officer Piel for improper 

reasons rather than reach an honest decision. The City's entire 

justification for firing Piel; that Officer Piel despite having a pozygraph 

8 



.w,1yi11g he did 1101 make any threats to harm someone. nnd did not intend to 

harm anyone, firmly in his n1ind, should haveinstead said ''I don't know": 

was untenable ''vith the evidence in the case. App. Br. 24-25. 

As tbe Washington Supreme Court stated, in a holding the City 

ignores, plaintiff must "be afforded a fair opportunity to show that 

[defendant's] stated reason for [the adverse action] was 1n fact pretext." 

Hillv. BCT! Income Fund-I, 144 Wn.2d 17:2, 182, 23 P.3d 440 

(2001)(brackets in original). The excluded evidence was central to Piel's 

claims that Chief Wilson and the City deviated Jrom past practice as a 

result of ani111us from Piel's protected activities. It should have been 

admitted, with a limiting instruction. Piel was denied a fi1ir trial. 

2. The tria.l court allowed the City to shield its false 
statements about Arbuthnot's removal from challenge, 
using the imp1·oper Polygraph ruling as a sword. 

The City's cfaims about Arbuthnot's removal we1·e central to its 

defense; explaining Arbutlmot's removal - when he had just said that he 

would clear Piel on 4 of 5 charges - as being Piel 'sfaultfor sending 

improper infhrmation. App.Br. 27-28. The City does not attempt to deny 

what it did, nor does it attempt to explain away the massive volume of 

evidence, including documents that \Vere excluded, that showed its claims. 

under the cover of the exclusionary rulings, were arguable factually untrue 

and illogical. Res.Br. 26-29. 
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As Piel showed, the City's false claim it was the Union that 

prevented the polygraph being considered - claims contrary to vvhat the 

City itself said in documents~ and what things like transcripts showed, 

App.Br.27-3 l, - was ultimately only sho\Vn via Commander Arbuthnot 

testifying that Union President Cleary had told him "something'' could not 

be used. This was clearly inadmissible hearsay. App. Br. 31-32. The 

City's only response, hidden in a footnote, Res.Bt. 27, n 12, is that 

Arbutlmot testifying as to what Cleary supposedly said \.vent to "notice.,. 

Yet it is clear the purpose of having Arbuthnot testify to the alleged 

staternent by the out of comt witness Cleary (who was not on the City's 

witness list) was to show a fact, that it was the Union, not the City, which 

had objected. That is not a "notice" use, it is for the truth of the matter, 

and is not rnvered by any hearsay objection. The hearsay rule is 

particularly applicable here where the City told varying and changing 

stories about who had made the purported statement. App. Br. 29. 

The authority cited by the City, Price v. S'Jale. 96 Wn.App. 604, 

980 P .2d 302 (I 999), shovvs hovv wrong the City really is. Price vvas a suit 

for negligence in the placement of a foster child who had severe fetal 

alcohol syndrome. Plaintiff sought to introduce statements by the birth~ 

mothers sister's made years earlier to the State, and contained in the 

10 
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State·s written records, to prove "'notice.''9 The State objected the 

statements in its ovm records were .:hearsayi' and the Price Conti 

disagreed: 

But the law does not define Ketchurn's 1981 out~of-court 
statements to DSHS as hearsay because the Prices are not 
offering them for the truth of the matter asseiied but rnther 
to establish that DSHS was on notice of the biological 
mother's possible drug and alcohol abuse and failed to 
disclose this infom1ation to them. ER 80 l ( c). 

Id. at 618. The law allo\Vs proof of information contained in defendanf s 

files, as in Price, to show notice of the existence of a dangerous condition 

(usually in a product liability or premise liability case) ivilh a limiting 

ins1ruction that the complaints are 110110 be takenJ(Jr the truth <~f the 

malter. But that has nothing to do with Arbuthnof s testimony, or what 

the City was attempting to show. The City was attempting to pttivc a fact 

- that it was the Union which nixed the polygraph and required Arbuthnot 

to be canned - and the trial court allowing hearsay testimony as to this 

central issue was clearly enoneous and prejudicial. 

Moreover, as Piel showed, App.Br. 32, n.26, the trial court issued 

equally incorrect rulings against Piel, ruling that Piel could not testify to 

\Vhat he told people, as it was "hearsay." This ruling was so ridiculous 

9 Price was decided at summary judgement, and did not involve in-court testimony, but 
instead, as docs nearly every case on "notice"' the introduction of n:ports contained in the 
defendant's business records. 

11 



that the City does not even attempt to dcfond it Yet, the contrary rulings 

highlight that the trial court had a one-sided and unequal view of the I aw. 

The remainder of the City's response docs not pass the smell test. 

Having notdenied it set about telling the Jury a false (or at best arguably 

untrue) set of facts, knowing that Piel could not respond, the City suggests 

it's all Piel's fault! According to the City, Piel should have proposed a 

different way for the City to try to v-,ihitcwash its refusal to consider the 

polygraph, and its actions in removjng Commander Arbuthnot! Res.Br. 

26. The City's argument that Piel should have helped them mold the 

record in their favor is directly contrary to State v. Gejeller, 76 Wn.2d at 

449, 455, 458 P.2d 17 (1969) which makes clear that when an area is ruled 

out of evidence, a party cannot, as the City did in this case, bring U)) only 

part of the evidence, shielded from having contrary evidence presented. 

Jd, When the City chose to go into the area, giving a favorable spin lo its 

case, it opened the door to 1he entire subject of the Polygrnph and hmv it 

was handled. App. Br. 3 l-34. The City has no answer to this bedrock 

principle of lmN, \Nhich requires reversal. 

The City finally asserts that Piel 1,vas still free to cross examine 

witnesses. However. as should be readily apparent, ·when the trial court 

excluded all documents \vi th the material for cross-examination, tlrrther 

cross-examination \vould have been a farce. For example, when 

12 
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Commander Arbuthnot was allowed to testify that Officer Cleary had said 

the union objected to the use of "'something," requiring Ws removal, Piel 

needed to e>..]Jlait1 whatwas at issue, and that It would have been favorable 

to him, and use the City~s business record in which Officer Cleary himse.lf 

had asked ••why the polygraph information submitted by Robert Piel" was 

not included in whatwas being considered! CPI043. One need only 

compare the actual document sent to the City by Officer Cleary (CP1043) 

that the trial cou1t ordered excluded, to the testimony given by the City1s 

witnesses, to see that the trial ·ofthis matter was a sad farce. The inability 

to effectively cross .. exatnine due to redactions was raised by Piel at length. 

5ee e.g. RPv4: 193-203. The trial cc;ini <>Verruled the objections, allowing 

the City to say what it liked, free of challenge.requiring a new trial. 

3. Th.e Court inappropriately prohibited cross
exaniinafion of .Jason Wilson rcgaJ'ding his untruthful 
answers regarding his "deviant behav.ior'~ and of Amy 
Stephson regarding her failure to follow up on Jason 
Wilson's dishonesty, instead finding hhu "credible." 

The City does not even attempt to claim that Jason Wilson was 

honest in anS\'\-'ering (under oath) Commander Arbutlmot's questions about 

bias. Nor does the City <leny that the facts were not exactJy a secret in the 

depm1mcnt; Pid's union rcprcseniative Keith Pon cortfirmed Piel's 

account of Jason Wilson's bias when Amy Stephson finally asked Piel 

about Wilson's bias in her final interview. 

13 



Nor does the City defend the trial court's ruling. It simply asserts 

that the Court found "prejudice," citing no argument it made below or law 

supporting the ruling. Res.Br. 29. As Piel previously showed, a balancing 

is required, and "the ability of the danger of unfair prejudice to 

substantially outweigh the probative fotce of evidence is 'quite slim' 

where the evidence is undeniably probative of a central issue in the case ... 

Carson v. Fine. 123 Wn.2d 206, 224, 867 P.2d 610 (1994). Here. the only 

"prejudice" to the City was that Jason Wilson would not have been 

believed by the Jury. Piel could have then argued that City could not have 

legitimately based its termination of Piel solely on a witness who lied. 

Neither arc "unfair prejudice'' which fits within an ER403 analysis. 

In any event, the only issue presented by the evidence, apart from 

its clear relevance, was embarrassment to Jason Wilson. Yet, under 

ER403 "the balancing process should focus not on the potential prejudice 

and embarrassment to the complaining witnesses, but instead should look 

to potential prejudice to the truth finding process itself." Stale v .. Hudlmt\ 

99 Wn.2d l, 13, 659 P.2d 5 l 4 ( 1983). 

The City's claim that Piel sought to use the "prejudicial value of 

the evidence, because he said that the nature of the "conduct bums it in 

people's mind" Res.Br. 29-30, badly misconstrues the evidence's 

relevance. Jason Wilson denied any bias. Yet the very nature of his 

14 
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conduct and his intetactions with Piel -- as Piel pointed out to the trial 

court in argument the City does not completely quote in its briefH1 - made 

it highly unlikely Jurors would believe Jason Wilson had simply 

<"forgotten" about them when questioned. Nor were his answers as to bias 

ones that the Jury would likely have believed that Chief Wilson, 

Commander .r..iicAllister, and Amy Stephson, would have overlooked, and 

chosen to turn away from, \vithout further investigation. A reasonable 

Jury could easily find the City's entire investigation was a shan1 when it 

ignored Jason Wilson's dishonesty, since he was the only witness to 

suppo11 the City's conclusions. Instead, the trial court's exclusion made 

the City's denials of any bias by \Vilson plausible, which they would not 

have been if the Jury \Vere allowed to see the actual evidence. 

Amazingly, the City tries to claim there was no prejudice, asserting 

that Jason Wilson was not an "essential" witness, and that others provided 

the same testimony. Res.Br. 30. Both clams are false. As Piel shovved, 

App. Br. 34, 10-12, Jason Wilson was the on(l' witness v.,rl10 reported that 

10 As Piel told the trial court: 
We have to argue that Jason Wilson is dishonest. The actual facts of what he 
said are highly relevant because, .I think:, the jury is gonna believe, if we tell then 
what the statements were. that there's no way that Jason Wilson, when asked 
[tcadings question asked by Arbuthnot] and what he said w11s about 
m;i~turbating in public and masturbating in bathrooms and masturbating in front 
of some woman's house, and that he said this to Bud Piel and then Bud Piel 
recommended Im not become a p(1lice officer. That rio honest witness would 
have ever responded. ''nothing outside of the regular disagreements thut are 
common vvhen working with someone on patrol". RP vi: I 07- I 08, 
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Piel had made~ "threat," the two police officers with.Piel did not 

understood there to be a threal, or report c1 threa1. Piel quoted tlie actual 

testimo1)y in his brief, which js directly contrary to the City's assertions. 

Moreove1~ as Piel showed, the City's eventual fact finder found Jason 

Wilson to be credib1e, and based h.er :findings on his account of what had 

hi:q~pened~ App. Br. 37. The City's attempt to distinguish State v. Darden, 

45 Wn.2d 612'/< 624,A l P.3d 1189 (2002) on the purported grmmds that 

Jason Wilson was notessentiaJ to the Citis asserted grounds for 

terminating PieJ, utterly fails. As Darden s11ows, where the exclusion of 

evidence aJlowed the City to avoid effective cross-examination of 

Wilson's bias, a new trial is required. App. Br. 37. 

The City further tries to claim that Jason Wilson's bias was 

ii1·elevant, as "he was not the decision maker." Res.Br. 31. Yet, the City's 

own investigators asking about bias shows its importance, and the 

interviews showitlgJason WHson's denial of any bias, and Piel's rather 

emphatic statements that Wilson had an ax to grind, were in the record that 

both Chief Wilson and Commander McAIIestertestified they carejirlly 

reviewed. Rather than insulating the decision maker, the failure of not 

only Amy Stepson to further investigate the very clear issues with Jason 

Wilson's honesty, andji>r Chief Wilson and Commander 1lkA/lester 10 

ignore if as well, made the evidence more relevant. This was more 
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excluded evidence that '.vould have shown that the City~ s investigation was 

a farce, and its a!~serted grounds for firing Piel, pretext. 11 

The law - which the City entirely ignores in its opposition - is 

clear: "ffJacts which tend to show the bias, prejudice ... and to show 

hostility towards the party against whom he is called, may be elicited on 

cross-examination as a matter of right, and the denial of this right is 

grounds for reversal." Dodr;; v. Harrison, 51 Wn.2d 446, 448, 319 P.2d 

558 (1957). Piel had a right to challenge Wilson's credibility, and show 

the City ignored the issue. A new trial is required. Dr;nls, 51 Wn.2d at 448. 

4. The trial court .improperly barred evidence .c;Jf the City~s 
very different responses to prior similar events 
hindering Piel in provi~g be was terminated for 
imp1·oper reasons. 

The City's re$ponse entirely ignores that its own witnesses 

admitted to a consfs;en.t r;md unchanging policy as it related to both 

'"dishonesty" aud '"work place violence."12 Each ofthe examples of 

1 r The excluded evidence would have significantly strengthened the other evide11ce that 
Jason Wilson was not a believable witness, App.Br. 36 n.29 and 10" I, evidence U1at the 
City ignores entirely, and which likely would have letrd a .lury to bdieve that the City 
could not rensonably have relied upon his testimony to tire Piel. 
12 Fcir example, Chief Hwang admitted that the "work place violence" employee 
guidelines which Piel was nl leged to have violated, CP T 87, Ex 27 predated his 
employment with the City and been in effect .. since I can remember being employed with 
the city." RPv4:76; Ex56 .. These same "work place violence" policy Jmd been in 
existence as long as the FWPD. RPv3:250-5 I. Documents and Chief Wilson's own 
testimony showed, the policy requiring an "intent to deceive" had been in place at least 
since200l. CPI87. Ex 27. RPv.4:126. 
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different treatment Piel sought to introduce were decided under the same 

constant set of standards. App.Br. 40-44. 

The City makes no effort to argue that a Juty would not have found 

highly relevant the vastly different treatment that Chief Wilson and his 

brother personally received for similar events, nor that the City handling 

other alleged dishonesty issues diflel'ently \Vould not have had an impact 

on the verdict. Under any reasonable view of the evidence, it would have 

entirely undercut the City's express claims Cl) that it had treated Piel 

similarly to others, and (2) as ittold the Jury, it had searched its records 

and found no inconstant punishments. App. Br. 41. These statements ivcre 

false, yet the City was allowed to peddle them to the Jury unchecked due 

to the trial court's improper exclusionary rulings. 

As Piel showed, the Courts of this State have long recognized that 

in retaliatory and wrongful termination cases the employer's different or 

inconsistent treatment of other employees is highly probative and 

admissible to show the alleged reasons for the termination were pretext. 

App. Br. 39. The City does not deny this is the la\v; it instead asserts these 

cases do not apply as it was a "different decision maker" so that any 

difference in treatment is irrelevant. Res.Br. 32-33. This argument, 

accepted by the trial court, is entirely wrong. 
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First~ this is a suit against the City. not Chief Wilson. The City has 

an obligation to see that its policies are fairly implemented. The City's 

argmrn:;nt that a consistent poHcy does not matter, that it's all within the 

discretiOn ofthe decision maker, which cannot be challenged, is not the 

law. 'fhis argument is particularly illogical where the decision maker -

Chief Wilson - knows ofthe prior decisions, and the standards, because 

they involved him and bis brother! 

Second, <lS a matter of policy, the City's argument, were it 

accepted, would undercut this State's public policy. In disctimination 

cases disparate or different treatment is relied upon because, as numerous 

decisions have said. bias and prejudice is usually hidden, and must be 

shmvn via indirect evidence. App.Br. 21-22, 26. This vindicates important 

public policy interests, interestsfhund by the Supreme Court of 

Washington lo apply in this case. Were the rule as the City claims; that a 

different decision maker, applying the same policy or rule, cuts off 

evidence of prior inconsistent decisions, there would be no \Vay to prove 

discrimination in many cases. As here, if the City \Vantcd to unlawfully 

fire someone, they could simply have the firing done by someone (as is the 

case with Chief Wilson) who was newly on the job and who had never 

fired anyone before. This is not the law. 
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Third, arguing the law requires the same decision maker for 

admissibility, Res.Br. 33-34, the City conflates the facts of cases with the 

court's holding and l'casoning. The City firstclairns the holding in 

Se listed v. Washington Mutual Savings Bank, 69 Wn.App. 852, 861. 851 

P.2d 716 (l 993) \Vas based upon it being the same decision maker. The 

case says no such thing; it happened to be the facts of the case (both the 

hiring and firing were by the same boss) but it was noi the basis .of the 

Court's decision. The City further asserts that Lords v. N Auto Corp., 75 

Wn.App. 589, 610, 881P.2d256 (1994) was the basis of the trial court's 

decision [no citation for this is provided by the City] and that Lords 

affim1atively held that the "decisions made by difforent supervisors" were 

properly excluded as "such evidence was irrelevant."' Res.Br. 34. Lords 

also says no such thing! Lords upheld a plaintiff verdict for 

discrimination. 75 Wu.App. at 611. AJler upholding the verdict, the 

Lonh; court addressed a cross-appeal issue \vherc plaintiff. argued that he 

should have been allowed to introduce evidence of"other discriminatory 

acts." Id. at 610. Having upheld the verdict, the court's further discussion 

\Vas dicta. In any event the court did not reach the holding the City now 

claims. instead it found no abuse of discretion where: '"the trial court 

excluded Mr. Hibb's testimony primarily because he was an assistant 

manager and the issue was whether Northern discriminated in its selection 
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of managers, not assistant managers." ft!. The case nowhere establishes a 

rule of exclusion for different decision makers. The City can dte no :case. 

anywhere, despite a nationwide search fur support forits position, which 

has ever excluded evidence on the grounds advanced by the City or 

adopted by the trial court Such a rule would simply insulate wrongful 

conduct from remedy. 

Piel was terminated soley for alleged dishonesty. CP187 Ex 27. 

The City's failure to apply the same standards as in pti,or tases to Pieli was 

key evidence in the ,case.13 Further, that Chief Wilson's own incident -

where he actually threatened a fellow officer -· had been dismissed ~s ''a 

statement about my frustration at the time'; where no '"intent to bann" 

existed- was directly contrary to the asserted grounds for Piel's firing and 

would have caused any reasonable Jury to ask why Wilson was applying 

new, and hypocritical, standards to Piel. App.Br. 4-5. The City attempts to 

argue why the Jury might not have found the evidence persuasive, Res.Br. 

34-36~ but that was an issue for the Jury to decide1 not the trial court. The 

trial court, badly erred in excluding all evidence of prior handling of 

alleged dishonesty and "work place violence," under the same c.onsistent 

policies. Reversal for a new trial is required. 

13 Chief Wilson admitted that, absent the "dishonesty'' finding. Piel would not have been 
terminated, instead he would be sent for fitness for duty evaluation. RPv5:79·80, 81·82 
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5. The Court erred in allowing' irrelevant testimony by 
witne~seswbo were ''offende'd" by Piel. 

The Ciiy's claims,, Res.Br.38, that Piel waived any objections, 

given the actual record~ is ddiculou$. Piel filed a motion in limine CP161 

on thepu:i;potted statements that Piel made that "offended'' two fomal,e 

officers. R.Pvl :-00-65. This preserved the issue. Piel objected four times, 

R.Pv3:2o0, v4:254; v6:250..0l, v7:200-0L and renewed his objections to 

Officer 'Barker's testimony before she testified. RPv7: 181w182. The trial 

court thet1 criticized Piel's counsel saying "'wen, you had an opportunity to 

earlier object, '1nd I think that would have been a motion.'' RPv7: 182. 

Shown this,was wrong, the trial court wrongly asserted "this didn't come 

up during Motions in I.imine;' and admitted the testimony. Id. 

The City~s only 9ther response is the statements were "part of the 

record that the City considered," Re.s.Br. J6 ... J7. This is not an argument 

for admissibility, and certainly not for live testimony by Barker. 

Moreover, if things "being in the file~' made them admissable, then the 

trial court should not .have excluded evidence in the file favorable to Piel! 

See issues 1"4 above. The evidence was irrelevantand prejudicial and 

cumulative under ER401 and ER 403. The testimony. designed to put a 

fomale face before the Jury to try to make Piel look bad, was onlv ''likely 

lo arouse an emotional response rather than a rational decision among the 
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jurors." Carson v. Fine, 123 Wn.2d 206, 223, 867 P.2d 610 (1994). The 

evidence should have been excluded; its admission prejudiced Piel. 

6. The Trial Court Erred in Ruling That Piel's Tort Claim 
for Damages and Complaints to the City's Human 
Resource Department Were Not Protected Activities. 

The ''clarity element'" is met by Piel's actions made (1) pmsuant to 

the Employee Guidelines and (2) that are mandated by statute. Summary 

judgment against him was improper. 

Initiating complaints about inaccurate performance evaluations and 

improper evaluation procedures under the employee guidelines are 

protected activities within the context of public employment, where 

Washington has a clear public policy of encouraging a 

system of personnel administration based on merit principles and 
scientific methods governing the transfer, layofi~ ... classification 
and pay plan, removal, discipline, and welfare of its civil 
employees.'' 

RCW4l.06.010. When Piel attempted lo hold his supervisors to the 

standards in the Employee Guidelines, he was clearly engaged in protected 

activity upholding the policies espoused in RCW 41.06, 

Likewise, initiating complaints pursuant to RCW 4.96.020 is a 

protected activity, akin to perfo1111ing a public duty or legal obligation 

such as serving on the jury. See. Lins v. C'hildren 's Discovery Centers of' 

America. Inc .. 95 Wn.App. 486, 976 P.2d 168 (1999). Compliance with 



RCW4:96~020is; as the City's counsel stated "for the benefit of the public 

entity that t$ potentially subject to a lawsuit.'' Rep.Br. 42. Piel fulfilled a 

legf'!l obligation and statutory duty under the statute. The grant of 

summary jqdgtnent allows a public employer to react with impunity in 

response. Accordingly, the, Court's decision that. filing a claim pursuant to 

RCW 4.96.020 did not establish the clarity element was error. 

7. The Trial Court Erred in Finding Piel Was Collaterally 
Estopped From Asserting the 2006 Discharge Decision 
Was Motivat~d By RetaJiatory Animus. 

The trial court en·ed in finding that Piel' s claim for violation of 

pubHc policy based upon his 2006 termination: was identical to the i.$sUes 

in the 2007 atbitratioi:t. where only two issues were addressed: ''Was. the 

Orievant dfacharged for cause for", .. (I) "The March l 0, 2006-Stop of 

Firefighter'' incident an.d (2) the "'March 16, 2006-Abuse of Discretion" 

incident. CP 147, Ex. A. Collateral estoppe1 is confined to ultimate facts. 

Le., facts directly at issue irt the first controversy upon which the elaim 

rests, it does not extend tq evidentiury facts, facts which may be in 

controversy in the. first action and are proven but which are merely 

collateral to the claim asserted. Beagles v. Seat/le-First Nat'! /Jank, 25 

W n. App. 925 ( 1980). When col lateral estoppel is asserted, the record of 

the prior action must be before the trial court so that it may determine if 

the doctrine precludes relitigation of the issue in question. Id. at 932. 
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Here, Arbitrator Gaba found just ca.use only to discipline Piel, not 

to terminate him. Res.Br. 46. This does not for¢close evidence the 

terminatio11 was wrongful. In Christenscfl, the m'lion's amended 

complaint .for wrongful termillation for employee's involvement with the 

union was properly precluded because. ''the factual issue in the 

administrotive proceeding was whether Christensen's union activity was 

pl'otected conduct and whether that conduct was a substantial 01· 

motivatingfactor for his discharge." Chrisl~.$eJJ v. Grant Cmmly Hosp. 

Dist.152 Wn.2d 299, fn. 5, 96 P.3d 957 (2004). 

That was n(Jt the case here; The City asserts Piel l determined the 

preclusive effect of the ~bitration hearing. lt did not. The Court.merely 

noted tl1e possibility of collateral estoppel:, while maintaining that "in the 

particular context 6f PERC, Smith andfater cases recognize that the 

I imited statutory remedies l!nder chapter 4 l .56 RCW do not foreclose 

more complete tort remedies for wrongful discharge.'' 177 Wn.2d 604, 

6 I 6 (2013). Reversal is required. 

II. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons this Court should reverse and remand for 

a new trial before a different judge. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 5th day of October, 2015. 

~- ~.c -
STEPHENM. HANSEN, WSBA#l5642 
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